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At the January 2008 Board meeting the report in response to Directors Fasana &
Burke's motion for implementing gating the Metro Rail system was being
considered. During this process, a letter from Mr. Richard Stanger to Director Katz
asserting flaws in the Booz Allen Hamilton Gating Feasibility Study was circulated to
Board members and staff Staff was directed to return to the February 2008 Board
meeting after thorough investigation of the assertions contained in the Stanger letter.
Following are the results of staffs analysis, in consultation with Booz Allen
Hamilton, and is intended to correct certain significant inaccuracies and information
provided in the Stanger letter.
BACKGROUND

In April 2007, the Board directed Booz Allen Hamilton to complete an assessment of
gating Metro Rail. A thorough, technical analysis was performed by Booz Allen and
the findings were presented by Booz Allen at the November 2007 Executive
Management and Audit Committee and the Operations Committee meetings. At the
November full Board meeting, staff was directed to return within 60 to 90 days with a
recommendation to proceed with implementing gates for the Metro Red Line and at
strategic light rail stations.
Mr. Richard Stanger's letter and critique are contained in a letter dated January 15,
2008 addressed to Director Katz and entitled" Comments on Metro's Draft Faregating
Analysis Report' (hereinafter "Stanger Letter" or "Letter), Attachment A. The Booz
Allen Hamilton Gating Feasibility Study ("Feasibility Study"), the subject of the
Letter's critique', was presented to the Board at its November 2007 meeting. Booz
Allen Hamilton will also shortly deliver a separate document supporting the data and
conclusions of the Feasibility Study and representatives of Booz Allen Hamilton will
be present at all related Committee and/or Board meetings to answer any additional
questions.
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The attached are responses to correct information contained in the referenced
Stanger document. In addition, staff has provided Attachment Bthat lists gated
systems in the United States and United Kingdom that have published data on
increased fare recovery after the installation of new, automated fare gates.
ANALYSIS

OF STANGER LETTER

Summary:

The opening statements in the Stanger Letter assert that there are "a number of
misleading assumptions and incomplete costs analysis" in Feasibility Study that
consequently, "raise questions about its results". Staff believes that many of the
assertions in the Letter are themselves based on both a misreading of the factual data
in the Feasibility Study and on inaccurate and, consequently, misleading use of the
reported data contained in the Feasibility Study. In addition, many of the assertions
of fact in the Letter are incorrect.
The Letter consists of five (5) main sections, each of which of which is addressed
below. These sections are:
•
•
•
•
•

"Overall"
Cost of Fare Evasion
Analysis of Fare Gates
Costs of Retrofitting Stations
Operating Costs

SECTION:

OveraU

Summary:

This section of the Letter discusses non-barrier light rail and commuter rail systems
that are reliant on proof of payment with manual inspection and misstates that Metro
is the only North American subway line integrated with extensive light rail and
commuter rail systems. The Letter further states that barrier gates are not needed to
implement distance based fares based on commuter rail systems, but fails to mention
that most commuter rail systems have on-board conductors.
Response:

Metro's decision to examine gating the subway and light-rail systems represents a
step that is consistent with other global transit agencies, both greater and smaller in
operational capacity when compared to Metro. Philadelphia, San Francisco, Boston,
Baltimore, New York and London are all cities with transit agencies that have
significant integration between gated subway systems and proof of payment (POP)
rail services. Fare gates capture the majority of ridership so that limited inspection
resources can be focused on smaller open parts of the transit system. Additionally, a
majority of United Kingdom commuter lines are currently in the process of
transitioning to a gated or a barrier system where possible. Therefore, the statement
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that Los Angeles subway is the only system integrating light and commuter rail
systems is simply incorrect.
The Letter further states the Metro Blue Line fare equipment was specified to handle
zone fares but that this was not implemented. The technology of the original nonautomated, cash/token Metro Blue Line ticket vending machines could have
accommodated zone-based fare structures, however implementing zone-based fares
on the line would be difficult, if not impossible, to enforce for reasons similar to the
lack of enforcement that occurs with existing tariff regulation for rail-to-rail transfers.
Metro is unable to enforce this fare policy today in the absence of fare gates or a large
increase in manpower for manual enforcement.
This section of the Letter also asserts that "no light rail nor commuter rail system
anywhere that has proof-of-payment fare enforcement has found it [gates]to be
workable or even desirable". This affirmation appears to be the Author's opinion as it
is not supported by any evidence or facts since the lack of gating infrastructure does
not conclude that the concept is undesirable and, therefore, unwanted.
If Metro were to adopt a distance-based fare structure without a barrier system in
place, the only alternative to combat fare evasion over the great distances traversed
would be to greatly increase the number of fare inspectors to manually check tickets
inside the paid areas of Metro stations or on board every train. This would be both
impractical and cost prohibitive, as the number of riders combined with the
frequency of station stops would preclude Metro from recovering a reasonable
portion of fare evasion dollars and so justify the cost associated with fare inspectors.
This would have significant impact on Metro service and operations. Rather, the
speed and accuracy of gates would allow greater flexibility for fare policy changes now
and in the future.
SECTION: Cost of Fare Evasion
Summary:

Incorrect assumptions and misstatements in the Letter assert that the amount of $.60
per trip (rather than $1.25) should be applied in calculating lost revenue due to fare
evasion. It also makes misstatements related to fare recovery from citations and
incorrectly states the absence of fare inspectors, citations and court enforcement of
evasion in gated systems.
Response:

The $.60 value asserted in the Letter is based upon a three year old report, and does
not include Metro's recent fare increase, nor disclose that the $.60 value is a blended
average of different Metro fare products including passes, senior, children and
disabled rider fares. The Feasibility Study in fact used $1.02 (not $1.25 as asserted in
the Letter) to more accurately reflect the mix of fare products and current fare
structure to account for regular, children, disabled, senior cash and pre-paid riders.
Pre-paid riders already have passes and are not evaders. The probability of evasion by
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senior and disabled cash riders is very low and the use of a $.60 base is both wholly
inaccurate and inappropriate.
Note further that in the Feasibility Study's cost model and business case regardless of
whether $.60, $1.25, or a value in between is applied, there is still a positive return on
investment over the 10 year term of the gating contract.
This section of the Letter also asserts the revenue loss shown the Gating Feasibility
Study is up to 10 times higher than it should be when comparing the current system
to a barrier system. However, the Letter applies incorrect figures to support its
assumptions.
The TMD Fare Evasion Report commissioned by Metro established fare evasion cost
to Metro at $5.6 million. Booz Allen assumed for the business case shown in its
report an evasion credit of $3.8 million. Therefore the calculations contained in the
letter using $5.6 million do not reflect the values used in the Feasibility Study.
The Author also indicated that a proof of payment system has an advantage over a
barrier system in its ability to "get back lost revenue" through citations.
Unfortunately, there is no reference to the fact that Metro currently only recovers
$800,000 annually on ALLcitations, including parking and HOV violations as well as
fare evasion, with recovery on fare evasion assumed to be less than from parking or
HOV citations (the L.A. Sheriffs do not provide a detailed reconciliation of the
recovery amounts). There are further incorrect statements in the Letter asserting that
barrier systems "have no fare inspectors, no fare citations, no fare evasion court
enforcement" and thus no means to recover lost fares. However, in gated systems
throughout the U.S. citations are issued and enforced in fare evasion cases.
Furthermore, the Feasibility Study assumes that Metro Transit Security personnel
will continue their normal duties of patrolling the system including issuing citations
as cases of fare evasion are witnessed.
SECTION: Analysis of Fare Gates (Table)
Summary:

This section of the Letter focuses on the misleading comparison of turnstile barriers
with "no barriers" and makes erroneous statements about Homeland Security
equipment features.
Response:

The table used in the Stanger Letter should be disregarded as it alters the intent and
structure of the original table which was designed to illustrate a comparison between
the differing gate types and not, as is attempted in the Letter, to compare gated and
non-gated systems. The altered table in the Letter attempts to compare gated and
non-gated systems by inserting a "No Barrier" column. The original table does not
"sum" what is shown in this altered table with "total scores" as this is not the purpose
of the criteria values. The table as presented in the Letter inaccurately rates having
no gates the same "zero" score as turnstile gates, thereby implying that no barriers
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are identical to having turnstile gates. This is very misleading and tantamount to
suggesting that removing turnstile gates in current barrier systems such as in New
York would have the same evasion impact as non-barrier systems. Having no
barriers is not an equal comparison to turnstiles.
The Letter further states, "In every attribute but 'security and resistance to fare
evasion' the no barrier system is far superior to any other." This is simply not an
accurate statement. Given the majority of gated systems around the world and the
level of effort in continuous improvements being made in the industry to improve
fare recovery, implement alternative fare policies, improve customer convenience as
well as to ensure public safety, these ongoing developments underscore how other
transit agencies value and recognize a fully integrated, automated fare system that
include gates.
Please refer to Attachment B of this report that illustrates how new gating technology
has improved transit service, security, and revenue recovery among agencies that
have published data.
As a note of further caution, elsewhere in the Letter, Mr. Stanger references planning
studies that he participated in over thirty years ago at the Metropolitan Atlanta
Transit Authority ("MARTA"). However, those older MARTAgates were recently
replaced with new technology, smart-card enabled barrier gates, similar to the system
being proposed for Metro, that have resulted in 12% increased fare recovery in the
MARTArail system. A full presentation of MARTA's replacement project was made
to the Metro Board by MARTA's program director at the November Board meeting.
Reference in the letter also suggests that staff directed the consultant "to cost only the
least expensive tripod turnstile system." This is an erroneous statement as the
Feasibility Study made no reference to cost by gate type nor concludes which gate
type Metro should use. There are incorrect insinuations that staff omitted ADA
considerations in the Feasibility Study. The Letter asserts that only tripod turnstiles
were considered and that one bi-parting leaf gate is required per entrance array in
order to address ADA requirements. Contrary to the incorrect statements in the
Letter, ADA considerations with accommodations for the bi-parting leaf gate is, in
fact, the assumption that is contained in the Feasbility Study, and is the proposal that
was presented in the January 2008 staff recommendation to the Board.
The letter also alludes to a separation between Homeland Security features and the
gating system and incorrectly indicates that the gate housings cannot include these
features. It also indicates that security features are not reliant on fare gates, yet
makes no mention as to the required location, operation or effectiveness of any such
security system when installed in a non-barrier environment.
Additionally, the Letter does not reflect awareness of modem fare collection
technology using ticket vending machines and barrier gates to detect immediate
intrusion to the system with explosives and other chemicals carried by individuals.
Without barrier gates, it is difficult, if not impossible, to associate a specific intruder
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at the moment and place the intrusion occurs and is detected. While a variety of
security measures are being explored, there is a significant difference between
detection of chemicals in the ambient space to that which associates immediate
intrusion with a time and location point of such an event to individuals.

SECTION: Cost ofRetroBtting Stations

This section of the Letter asserts that the Feasibility Study's cost estimates are "too
low" but is completely without support or justification for its stated position and, in
fact, incorrectly adds the described costs for two separate options. The Letter further
discusses the cost of redesigning future Metro subway stations, including arguments
for the elimination of station mezzanines and provides cost estimates for savings in
future station construction, none of which was a material part of the Feasibility
Study.
Booz Allen was directed by the Board in April 2007 to perform a Gating Feasibility
Study, which was subsequently completed and presented in November 2007. During
this 7 month period, detailed site visits, consultation with Metro engineering staff
and the contractor occurred. Statements made about inaccuracies in cost estimates
being "too low" are not factual. All cost estimates were the product of weeks of
detailed estimating by professional estimators along with multiple site surveys of
every station recommended to be gated. These estimates are conservative and
include sufficient contingency to cover gate implementation.
Moreover, the Letter vastly overstates Metro Red Line and light rail "station
retrofitting" costs by including capital, operating and retrofit estimates. The actual
retrofit cost is less than 25% of the Letter's stated amounts of$16.5 million for Red
Line and $19 million on light rail. Because of these completely erroneous
assumptions, the statement that retrofit costs will end up "much higher" is baseless.

SECTION: Operating Costs:
Summary:

This section of the letter addresses three areas impacting operating costs: station
attendants; fare media; and fare inspections.
Response:

There is no supporting documentation contained in the Letter on how costs utilized
in the Letter's critique of$5.8 million and $9.6 million for station attendants are
derived and the justification utilized in the Letter for numbers of attendants is based
upon incorrect conclusions. With modem, current fare gate technology, transit
agencies are moving away from assigned "fixed post" attendants. New automated
fare gates have a reliability metrix of99% availability. Metro Transit Security will
continue to perform patrol duties, combined with CCTV support and PTEL customer
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phones. Therefore, without further substantiation of the costs presented in the
Letter, there is no basis for the Letter's assertion that the "biggest operational costs"
will be assigned to station attendants.
There is also an assertion in the Letter that the "cost of expensive fare media[was]
excluded from the cost analysis." This assertion ignores Metro's already existing
automated bus and rail fare collection system based on solid state, contactless smart
card infrastructure. Gating does not alter the need for smart card fare media.
Whether gated or not, the business case to replace paper media was made with the
award of the original UFS contract.
Lastly, questions are raised on lessening the need for fare enforcement staffing levels
currently required without gates. The analysis contained in the Letter misuses the
figure $1.4 million (the number utilized for Option 1, rather than the Option 2
proposal being presented) when the correct figure, as per the Board's direction for
costing Option 2 should be $2.4 million as stated in the Feasibility Study. The cost
for replacement of contracted civilian inspectors with less expensive Metro Transit
Security appears not be factored into the further misstated $3.5 million dollars the
Letter asserts is needed to maintain the same level of fare inspection on the light rail
network.
In summary staff concludes that the assertions and conclusions set forth in the Letter
present no accurate factual basis for questioning the positive business case for gating
indicated by the Feasibility Study.
NEXT STEPS

Staff will return to the February Board to reconsider the item, and present options for
the potential gating of Metro Rail.

Prepared by Jane Matsumoto, DEO Regional TAP Operations
Attachment:

•
•

Attachment A - Richard Stanger Letter
Attachment B - Fare Recovery Comparative Matrix

ATTACHMENT A

Richard Stanger
2409 Clark Avenue
Venice, CA 90291
(310) 823-0744

1 :}

January 15,2008
Me; Richard Katz, Board Member
Board Ot}ices
Los Angeles COlJl1tyMettopolitan Transportation Authority
One Gat,eway Plaza
LosA,ngeles, CA 90012-2952
Dear Richard:
It WdS gOOO to se~.youagain at.lheLA Transportation FlUldingConfcrel1ce last Thursday.
Inour ch;l.t1 mentioneq that I agreed with your opposition to adding fare g<ltesto the Red
Line, You aSked if! had anrinfonnationyou
could use and LsaidI would get back to
you. I have since reviewed the study and prepared the attached critique of it.
Over my career in transit I have been quite involved in fare collection issues, I was
MARTA's lead planner for its barrier fare collection system in the mid-1970's. As part
ofthat work I did a study on fraud rates to detennine if the industry's then perception that
Americans cheat more than Europeans was correct (In fact we cheat a lot less.) At
LACTC in the mid·1980's I led its staff work on Red Line fare collection options and
was somewhat involved in light rail fare collection issues. At Mettolink, I was obviously
involved in fare collection issues. I am a proponent of proof·of·payment fare collection,
yes, but have studied both barrier and no-barrier systems.
I do not think the Faregllting Analysis report is an acceptable document onwhiqh to base
a costly deqision to add.fare.gates .• It: analysis is flawed, and its capital and operating
cost:.~ima:tes are tooflrelhninary.H!s;.my
ttxperience thatfare~va.siQIFisa direct
fll!1ction9fthe Ieyel of inspection. Sworn officers !Jonot like to ~heck {Wes beqaus~ they
feel itis ~eaththem,lll1d
Ihave seenscoresofthem
overtheycars shnplystan<iing 011
trains - both Metto and<Metrolink trains - when they could haVe been checking fares. It
requ~s constant n:\lU1agCl1)entpresslltetoget them to do it. In short, fareeva,s;ion Can be
reduced without having to add fare gates.
Please let me know if you have any questions .on my analysis.

~w
1U"""

~c:

•••••

2,

Roger Suoble

Comments on Metro's Draft Faregating

Analysis Report

Preparedhy Richard ~ta.nger
January 15,2008

There are a number of misleading assumptions and incomplete cOst aua.lysesin this report
that raiseques#ons ahout its results. In essence, revenueloss fhroughfare evasion has
been estimateqmuch hi~herthan it is, and costs - both{\)requipnlent~id
fOf operations
- are estimated much lower than they will be. Moreover, some basic asrumptions about
the be~efitsof gatedentry/exit and the drawOacks· of the proof-of-payment system are
quesponable ..

Overall:
The November 15th staff report to several Metro board committees conveying the subject
report gtartswiththis phrase: "Los Angeles Metro remains the only non-barriersubway
system in North America". That statement is misleading. No other.non-barriersubway
system has ever existed in North Ainerka. There are reasons for this. The LosAllgeles
Metro is the only NOrtI1American subway line designed and built after proof-of.payment
fare systems were introduced mto North America in the late 1970's. The Los Ailgelcs
Metro is also the only subway line integrated with an. extensive lightrail andcomill.uter
railsystcm both of which relY on proof·of1payment fare.collection. All new light.rail
sys~!'I1s in the Unit~d States and alInew commuter railsrstems in the~ni
proof.of-~ym~llt fare collec~ionpecause: ~~it i~g verye<>st"'CfllFientllleans6f e.
faresalreadYPC(Jvenin many rail syst~Jns through()ut Western Europe,o) itW()uld
nearly impossible and too costly to eneloselllost light railfUld co~1fl1uterrait~ations
enough to have secure far~ gates, and c)no li~t mil nor COJnnluterrail systemanywnere
that has implementedproof-of"paymentfare.enforcement
hllS found it to be tID,yorkable
or even undesirable. Given that all other Southern California railsystcms use proof-ofpayment fare enforcement, it islogical to employ it in theRed Line as well.
Nevertheless, as the Board Report states, questions persist about the Red Line.
The. repqrt implies thalli barrier system is needed to collect distancc1Pllsedf!ires.

This is

1l0ttrue; all ne"",commuter fail systel11Sin ~orthAmerica haveaistarice-ba"edfare~lis
do
l!Jany subway s¥stems in Europe. In fact, the Blue LineJare equipment was~peci£ied to
handle zone-based fares, but thisfare structure WllS ultimately notimp1emented.

Cost of Fare Evasion:
SummaI;)': The ·Faregati~ Analysis Report estimates the loss infevenu~s between
MT A' sexi~ting proof-of-payment system and a barrier fare enforcement system up to 10
times higher than it should be;
The TM.p Report <1etemlined fare evasion rates for Metro's rail lines. There is n6tea<;on
to think these estimates arewrollg. However, these rates are wrongly applied to

revenues .. On page 5, the Far<::gatingAn.alysis staies:"Farccvasi&n, cUl"rentlyestimatcd
at ~pproximately 6% of people inspected, results in revenue loss ofapproxiIl1ately$5.6
million out of$40 million annual revenue." What the analysis hils done is take Metro 's
ap.nualrail ridership and correctly multiplied it by 6%, thel} wrongly mu.ltiplied the result
by theba~.e$I.Z5 fare (74.3 ·1Ilil!ionall1lU<+ltidefsx 6% x $1.25 ••.
""$~;6 mil¥on); But the
av~rage.MetI;o fare is not $1.25, but60¢(fronnhe
2005 N~!ional;JinlIlsitDatabase)'aJ;l4
~e estimated Wllountof J;¢venue I()ss si),oul(lbe $~,67 milIi<m....~ut ex~usillg 60¢Il1ay
be a high estimate offare lost ~ausenlllJ1Y fm:eeva4ers WO~!q11ot9Ulerwise beTiding,
andthereforeyeryJittle
actual tare revenue has been lost..~ut fo~sure it is incorrect to
ass\lm<::all fare evaders would otherwise purchase Metro'shighe$t far<::,one-at.,a-time, for
alltheil" trips,
'I'he~eportcorrectlyhotes
tiun even under a barriel' system there is fare eVasion,. It
estit)1atesbarrjer fare evasion in barrier systems (fromanec4otal evidence) to be 1%-2%.
It then ~es 1% in its calculation of "net" fare evasion. (My oWllestimate from previous
work in just this area is that barrier fare evasion is more like 2%-4%.) There are two
reason using 1% is too low: a) the tripod gate, recommended by the Metro staff, is given
o points in the "resistance to ftU:'eevasion" category, and b) the stations with these gates
will normally be unmanned. If one assumes a fare evasion rate of2% for fare gates, then
the net fare evasion revenue loss becomes $1.78 million ($2.67 million - $0.89 million).
Finally, a fundamental part of any proof-of~pa:Ytl1entsystem i$the ability to get back lost
revenuefron,t che!lters\vhQare caught and pay the fine. ~¢ ide!lis that the agency
cannot.cheqk everyone, .so the finp is spt higp en<mgh ttmtone pyrsonpaughl "pays for"
many others not caught. F()r eX<\Il1ple.lithe average~jne collected is $5Q, then each fine
"p~ys for" 80Jareevai;lers ($50/60¢) not caught. Barrier fare s.>'l>tem~donot have this
9riticalelement: They have no fare i!l,'lpectors, ~o fare citatio~i no£are eyasioncourt
enforcement, and no fine revenues. The Faregating AnalysiS rep<)rtdoes not stale wh<+t
the annual total fine revenues are, but that amount sholJ.!dbe co~d
~ revenue.l ffonly
1% offare evaders.(thatis, 1% ofthc6% of passengers who evade fnr¢s) are caught and
an average fine of$30 is collected, the annual revenue from fines is $1.33 million, if2%
arecaugl1t, fine revenues equal fare evasion losses.
Add.bae~the$1.33million
infinerevel1ues .collectecland ~e net!dss Qfrevenue
becomes $0.45 million ($1. 78milJion -$1.33 million). This loss is one-tenth the $5.6
million the Report estimatesl
A.nalysis

ofFar:e

Ga;tcs:

S~un~:
The analysis offar~ gateS ex¢ludesa fair com~isonwith
th~no-l1?itief
system. The fare gate chosen is the worst of the g~ed altern~lives and ..Ule one wiUlthe
least resistance to fare evasion. TheQIscl.!ssion of Homeland Security issues has 11othi11g
to do with the issue offaregates and is therefore misleading.

I S(lme oftbeserevenuesstays withtbe court system. Witbo~tbesefJne
be increased through general funds.

revenUes court cost might have to

The table on page 20 of the Faregating Analysis summarizes a review of fare ga~¢options
available. rt is reproduced below, but with N9Barriers as .011e of the optj.ons. 1 have also
added a "T()ta!"rowat the bottom. (4 is "most desirable", 0 is leastdesirab~e.)

Barrier

Aesthetics
Maintenance
Throughput
ReSistal1ce to

R~lia"bility

II I

'-"-"-~---'-"
.-No
- --Sliding
3242
34Turnstile
414
22
03A
42 Leaf Panel
23
Wheel
16
28
40
19
43020
320
High
Bi~parting
Barrier-+ Tripod
4
Paddle
ADAlBicycIe/
..•.. ....

-,---_._--~
-

Adding the existing proof..of-paymcnt (lio barricr) system t~ thc. tablc cl~ly s?owsits
ovenillsuperiority.
In every attribute put "security and resistance to fl)fe evasion" the no
barrier system is tarsuperiorto any otIler.
The Metro staff instructed the consultant to cost only the least expensive tripod turnstile
system. One hi-parting leaf gate will have to be included in every entrance because of
ADA and other requirements. Moreover, there are no add tare machines yet included in
the estimate. It is not dear what a patron in the paid area is to do when he/she needs to
add value to their ticket.
Finally, the Report has a lengthy description of security features thought to be needed for
Homeland Secwity reasons. But none of these systems have anything to do with the fare
gates being discussed; they cannot be added inside the gate housing and would have to be
additional equipment. They can be added whether the fare system is barrier or no barrier.
Cost of Retrofitting

Stations:

Summary: Costs to retrofit light rail station entrances appear low compared with Red
Line work. Moreover, there are large cost benefits of eliminating subway station
mezzanines needed primarily for fare collection.
The report includes an estimate of the cost of adding fare gates and rightly points out that
existing Red Line stations have provisions for fare gates. It should be noted that the
principle reason for the mezzanine level in these stations is for these fare gate arrays. A
proof-of-payment system having no fare gates does not require a mezzanine level. If fare

gates were not required, theentife smtion/l>oxcould l.1etaised 30-fe<rtin future s1l1tionsat
aco~tsav41gs of at least 33%. This is not atrivial alMUIlt: sta~ons~urttfor
50%of
the cost ofamile of subway all costs included (pne station/mile), or $200 million each.
Saving $67 million overlO stations isalmost$70Qmillioll!
The Report estimates the cost .of r~trofitting stations.Jor fare gates. As l1?ted, the 24
entrances. on the Red Line have already been designed lUlpbuiltwith fare gates in mind,
and the necessary conduits are ip place. This w(Jrk is estimated to cost $1 p.5 milliQn, or
$700,000 per entrance. The cost estimate to retrofit 40 Iigb,trail entrances, that were not
designed to accommodate fare t<ltes and have no conduitS properly located is $19
million, or $475,000 per entrance. This difference does not appear logical since so much
more effort will be needed at lightrail stations. I expect their costs will end up much
higller than indicated.
Operating

Costs:

Summary: There arc three areas whose costs may have been underestimated: statioll
attendants (up to $15.4 million), fare tn.edia (unknown but in the many millions of
dollars), and all-going, adequatc{areinspection
(perhaps $3.5 mi1liqn).
The biggest operating cost issue concerns the need for station attendants. The report
states that" mobile station attendants arc shared at the rate of one for every five stations".
It is not clear how this type of manning will work when response times could be as much
as 20 minutes or more. More permanent station stalTl1lgmay be necessary. Staffing of
an entrance will require (at least) three shifts per week, or roughly $240,000 per year.
For the 24 Red Line entrances only, the total is $5.8 million. The staffing cost for the 40
strategic ligb,t rail station entrances is an additional $9.6 million ann
The cost of expensive fare media has been excluded from the cost analysis (page 4).
However, it is clearly crucial. J10r example, the report notes (page 47) that limited-use
smart cards, which could be the fare medium, will cost 20¢ each with an annual estimated
cost of $8 million. Another alternative fare medium described is IOtlg-life plastic smart
c<'trdsestimated to cost $5 each, the cost perhaps to be bourn by each rider. No cost
estimate is,given for these long-life cards in the report, but to get some feel for the
amount, if the 74.3 million annual riders make an average of 100 trips with each such a
card, the cost of these cards (to somebody) will be $3.7 million annually.
Finally, the Report states that the contract for "civilian" fareiuspcctors

will be cancelled

atan anmuil savings of $7.03 million .• Instead, there wiHbe fare inspectors OIlligb,t rail
lines and Metro's mobile Security Force at gated statiOl1s. Somehow, the costof
inspecting allthelig1:tt rail (and Orange }Iines. andaddinginobileattendantS.olfRedLine
stations (Option 1) will drop to $1 A million. This is 20% of the $7,nillion cost of
inspecting all lines now. The report do~ !lot explain howtl1is can be possible since the
entire light rail network will still need fare inspection. lfthe same level of fare inspection
co~tinueson the light rail network, onecoul~ assurnea $3.5 million c~st because
ridership on the Red Line approximately equals ridership on .tl1eIigb,trail lines.
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ATTACHMENT
Fare Recovery Comparative
The following articles reveal the impact that gate implementation
both in the U.S. and Europe
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